You need dedicated cloud resources, for part of all of your organization’s core functions, but to get the most out of them you have to
manage them. Leverage Odyssey’s existing cloud management workflows that help bootstrap your cloud management infrastructure and
administer your hardware and software resources required for cloud provisioning. Streamline the requisition process for businesses or
departments to request their own cloud-based servers/VMs with a few clicks and avoid days of elaborate and costly bureaucratic process.
Odyssey’s out-of-the box reports give you details on your cloud infrastructure at any time. Need more? All of these workflows can be
customized and configured to accommodate the specifics of your organization’s environments without sacrificing functionality or
bypassing your organization’s checks-and-balances.

Odyssey and
the Cloud
Cloud Computing brings scalability and flexibility to an organization’s IT resources, but many
implementations sacrifice the fine control and tight integration needed to get the most out of IT assets.
Maximizing the cloud’s potential is a challenge for any organization, but the Odyssey Workflow
Automation platform from Pantheon has been meeting this challenge for over fifteen years. Odyssey is
fully conversant in VMware and OpenStack technologies, and beyond, it is designed from the ground-up
to interface and orchestrate across platform, host, and network boundaries.
Odyssey will tackle the challenge across the building or around the world.

Cloud Provisioning and Management
You need dedicated cloud resources, for part of all of your
organization’s core functions, but to get the most out of
them you have to manage them. Leverage Odyssey’s
existing cloud management workflows that help bootstrap
your cloud management infrastructure and administer your
hardware and software resources required for cloud
provisioning. Streamline the requisition process for businesses
or departments to request their own cloud-based
servers/VMs with a few clicks and avoid days of elaborate
and costly bureaucratic process. Then provision these
servers at the click of a button. Odyssey’s out-of-the box
reports give you details on your cloud infrastructure at any
time. Need more? All of these workflows can be customized
and configured to accommodate the specifics of your
organization’s environments without sacrificing functionality
or bypassing your organization’s checks-and-balances.
www.pantheon-inc.com

Diverse Technologies and Products

Odyssey supports 300+ Task Agents that handle the
complexities of working across different servers, Operating
Systems, run-time environments, applications, and databases.
When you have assembled a best-of-breed environment to
meet your needs, Odyssey will bring it all together, and will
keep integrating it as technologies and tools advance.

Low-Resource Overhead

Odyssey is built to be frugal with your resources.
Configurations within Odyssey control how much of
your precious bandwidth it uses. Its idle CPU,
memory, and storage requirements are negligible. If
your essential services can thrive in the environment,
Odyssey can coordinate them to work at their best
with little additional overhead.

Work across the Boundaries
Even your private cloud needs to interface with the rest of your business.
Odyssey coordinates your workflows across your private clouds, traditional
clouds, your in-house server rooms, and your software-as-service assets. Impose
the protections, checks and balances where you need them, and tear down
barriers when the work requires it.
Ask Pantheon how Odyssey can connect your Cloud IT processes and assets.

One Server Room is not enough for Your World
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